
 

 
 
 

United NSW Sector Briefing and Market Update and Chairman’s/President’s Drinks 
 

• Joint AAoA and TAA NSW Market Update shows green shoots of recovery and reinforces 
resilience of sector 

• Both organisations continue to deliver for members in this critical cycle of Federal Election 
and COVID-recovery 
 

25 February 2022: The Accommodation Association and Tourism Accommodation Australia have 
combined forces to provide members with key insights into the state of the sector in NSW. 
 
Almost 150 attended the joint update at Sydney’s Crown Towers in Barangaroo to hear from 
Industry Experts Adele Labine-Romain, Deloitte Access Economics National Travel, Hospitality 
and Services Lead; Besa Deda, St George Bank’s Chief Economist; and Matthew Burke, STR’s 
Regional Manager – Pacific. 
 
TAA’s CEO NSW & National Michael Johnson, the Accommodation Association’s Chair of NSW 
State Advisory Committee Patrick Lonergan and the Accommodation Association’s CEO Richard 
Munro also provided updates. 
 
The Chairman’s and President’s Drinks were then held at the spectacular CIRQ, on the 26th floor 
of Crown Sydney. Crown Sydney also kindly hosted the Market Update and Economic Outlook in 
the Pearl Ballroom on Level 5.  

 
Quote attributable to Accommodation Association President Leanne Harwood: 
“This is a milestone event for us all. We are standing here for the very first time together with a 
single industry focus. I can not emphasise enough how incredibly important this is for us to lead 
the recovery of our industry united together.” 
 
“There has been tireless work across the country to continue to advocate and deliver meaningful 
outcomes for our members and for our sector. It’s been delightful to see the impact of our 
combined efforts to government most recently over the last few months making a difference. 
From business support payments which keep the lights on to voucher schemes which 
encouraged people to walk through our opening doors. We have had a seat at the table with 
government and been at the front of discussing every issue facing our industry from floods, 
quarantine, and skills shortages to a subject I’m incredibly passionate about, diversity, equity and 
inclusion.”  
 
“The best results are when we all work together. This is definitely not a time to sit back. It is time 
to be bold. It is time to be optimistic and it is time to put our best foot forward. It is absolutely 
the Council’s job and your industry’s job to step up but it is equally your job to step up with us. 
Support us throughout this year as we drive our recovery together.” 

 
Quote attributable to Michael Johnson, Tourism Accommodation Australia CEO NSW & 
National 
“It’s great that we can now finally see some genuine green shoots on the horizon. This joint 
function is another major milestone in the merging of these two great Associations and another 
step on the road to creating a single, powerful voice for our industry at a crucial time.” 
 
 
 



 

 
 

“This afternoon’s Update provided powerful insights into trends, analysis of contributing factors 
in NSW and more widely and identified opportunities as we rebuild and recover. Thank you to 
our speakers, our sponsors, our partners and our host Crown Sydney.” 
 
Quotes attributable to Patrick Lonergan, Accommodation Association Chair of NSW State 
Advisory Committee 
“Although the tide has turned in our favour in 2022 we still have our challenges. Employment 
and what is a labour crisis remains the top issue to resolve as our customer base continues to 
swells. As an Association, we have been doing our bit to help move things along. “The Gappa” 
was created to entice back people back to the industry with a range of support payments and 
opportunities which by and large is a positive step to making our industry appealing to join. As an 
industry we need to continue to work hard on our image to be an employer of choice.” 
 
Quotes attributable to Glen Boultwood, TAA NSW Board Member (Acting Chair) 
“If there is one thing that the last two years has shown,  it is that by working together, our 
industry grows stronger. That is why it is so exciting to continually hear about the progression of 
the TAA and Accommodation Association merger. It is a testament to the hard work of the 
working party, and the TAA board and AA boards and I would like to extend my thanks to all 
involved in the process. 
 
“The time has come as an industry to change our perspective. Yes there are challenges ahead, 
such as labour shortage but these should not be viewed as problems. They should be viewed as 
opportunities. Once unlocked the growth in revenue and profit will rise exponentially. 
The time has come to be bold, change the status quo and make this industry the most profitable 
it has ever been.” 
 

 
Media contact:  
Accommodation Association LJ Loch 0488 038 555 or ljloch@alphaconsulting.global  
Tourism Accommodation Australia Nikki Taylor 0477 956 170 or nikki.taylor@ahansw.co.au  
 


